Computerized analysis of the in vitro activation of the plasmatic clotting system.
We analyzed the kinetics of the clotting system by a chromogenic substrate method in plasma with isolated factor deficiency. The sigmoidal extinction curve obtained was mathematically described by an equation with four constants K(i) relating to the activity of clotting factors and to the concentration of fibrinogen. The analysis of constants obtained from dilution series of factor-deficient plasma revealed a distribution pattern differing from one factor to another both for the extrinsic and the intrinsic system. The observations indicated that isolated factor deficiency may be identified through the analysis of 2 of the 4 constants, K(1) being the time value of the point of inflection of the extinction curve and K(2) a measure for the slope of the curve at the point of inflection. The observation was confirmed by a reclassification through nearest-neighbor discriminant analysis of K(1) and K(2) which revealed a correct classification in the pathological range for all factor deficiencies investigated with the exception of factors VIII and IX, the distribution patterns of which were superposed within the limits of distribution.